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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 


This action arises from the March 30, 2014, death of Raymond Michael in Marion 

County, West Virginia, which is alleged to have occurred when Mr. Michael was struck and 

killed by a motor vehicle owned by Carrie Bragg and operated by Cole Valentine and/or Carrie 

Bragg while both were intoxicated. l (APP 00249.2) The issue presented on this appeal is the 

appropriateness of the Circuit Court's entry of summary judgment in favor of the Respondent 

Westchester Limited Partnership, d/b/a Westchester Village, (hereafter "Westchester Village"), 

(APP 00479-98), where the Petitioner Heather Humphrey, individually, and as the next friend of 

Ozzmond Michael, a juvenile, and as Administratrix of the Estate of Raymond Dale Michael, 

(hereafter collectively ''the Estate"), alleges that Westchester Village is liable for Mr. Michael's 

death, based, in part, on its allegedly having allowed Carrie Bragg and/or Cole Valentine, who 

were underage, to consume alcoholic beverages on its premises on March 29, and/or March 30, 

1 Whether Mr. Michael's death was actually caused by being struck by Ms. Bragg's motor 
vehicle is an issue that has not yet been addressed in this matter and was not raised by either the 
motion for summary judgment on the Second Amended Complaint, which was granted by the 
Circuit Court, or the prior motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint. No 
evidence was presented in the course of any of the summary judgment proceedings to support the 
allegation that the motor vehicle accident was a proximate cause of Mr. Michael's death. The 
Petitioner's Brief also asserts that Mr. Michael's beneficiaries experienced "great sorrow; mental 
anguish; loss of solace, loss of society, companionship, guidance, kindly offices, and advice; loss 
of future services, protection, care and assistan[ce]; as well as the incurrence of funeral and 
burial expenses for their loved one." (Petitioner's Brief, 1.) No damages issues were material to 
or addressed by Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment, and, therefore, no 
evidence was presented as to any of these alleged damages in response to the motion for 
summary judgment. 
2 Recognizing the Court's preference for reference to the Appendix Record to be formatted as 
"(A.R. xxxxx)," for the sake of consistency within this appeal, this Brief will follow the format 
established by the Petitioner in its preparation of the Appendix Record and the references in its 
Brief. Reference herein to "(APP 00249)" and similar references throughout the Respondent's 
Brief shall refer to the page designations contained in the Appendix Record submitted by the 
Petitioner. 



2014.3 (APP 00248.) The Estate further alleges that Westchester Village employees were aware 

that Ms. Bragg and Mr. Valentine "were intoxicated and that they intended to operate a motor 

vehicle while under the influence of alcoholic beverages, and did not take action to prevent 

Valentine and/or Bragg from operating said motor vehicle." (APP 00249.) 

The Estate further asserts liability against Westchester Village based on its allegedly 

having allowed Carrie Bragg to consume alcoholic beverages and become intoxicated during her 

attendance at a March 29,2014, fraternity dinner, (APP 00250) -- although it is undisputed that 

she had not driven to or from Westchester Village, (APP 00266, 00267, 00278, 00279, 00289)-

which allegedly caused Ms. Bragg to allow Cole Valentine to operate her vehicle while allegedly 

under the influence of alcohol, (APP 00250) -- hours after she left the Westchester Village 

premises, visited another establishment -- Goal Rush -- and went with Mr. Valentine to her 

workplace to pick up her car, (APP 00274, 00267, 00306, 00308-09, 00315), which, in turn, 

caused the collision of the vehicle with Mr. Michael while Mr. Valentine was operating Ms. 

Bragg's vehicle. (APP 00262-63, 00292, 00298, 00299, 00302-03, 00306, 00309.) 

The Circuit Court found that the evidence was undisputed that Cole Valentine and not 

Carrie Bragg was operating the vehicle when it struck Mr. Michael. (APP 00481, 00490, 

00494.) The evidence was further undisputed, based on the deposition testimony of Carrie Bragg 

and Cole Valentine, that Mr. Valentine was not present at the fraternity dinner being held at 

Westchester Village on March 29, 2014, and, therefore, could not have consumed alcoholic 

beverages there. (APP 00266, 00290-91, 00295, 00297, 00304.) In addition, the Court found 

that insufficient evidence existed to find a genuine issue of material fact as to the question 

3 Goal Rush, LLC, (hereafter "Goal Rush"), is also named as a Defendant in the action below, 
but is not a party to this appeal. 
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whether Cole Valentine was intoxicated at the time Ms. Bragg's vehicle struck Mr. Michael. 

(APP 00494.) 

This civil action was initiated by the Estate with the filing of the original Complaint on 

March 7, 2016. (Corrected APP 00001.) Subsequently, on March 30, 2016, the Estate filed an 

Amended Complaint. (Corrected APP 00001.) After the parties had conducted a significant 

amount of discovery, on August 16, 2016, Westchester Village -- the sole Respondent4 to this 

appeal -- filed a motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint.s (Corrected APP 

00004; APP 00009-00078.) Subsequently, the Plaintiff moved to disqualify the assigned judge, 

(Corrected APP 00004), and the Honorable Phillip D. Gaujot was assigned to preside over the 

remainder of the proceedings before the Circuit Court. (Corrected ~P 00004.) 

The Circuit Court held a hearing on March 14,2017, on Westchester Village's previously 

filed motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint. Although it found that there 

was no question at that time that Carrie Bragg was not driving her own car when it struck 

Raymond Michael and that Cole Valentine, instead, was driving, the Court, nevertheless, denied 

4 In its Notice of Appeal, the Estate also identified as Respondents John Doe2 and Jane Doe2, 
who are alleged in the Second Amended Complaint to be employees of Westchester Village. 
(Notice of Appeal, ~ 4.) Neither John Doe2 nor Jane Doe2 has been identified, has been served, 
or has appeared in this action, nor does counsel for Westchester Village represent them as has 
been represented in the Notice of Appeal. Inasmuch as they are alleged to be employees of 
Westchester Village, presumably, the outcome of this appeal would be binding as to those 
individuals, if they should ever be identified, as well as Westchester Village. 
S The Estate notes that the motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint was filed 
after the parties had conducted "preliminary discovery." (petitioner's Brief, 1-2.) At the time of 
the hearing on that motion, extensive discovery, primarily in the form of depositions, had been 
conducted by the parties. (APP 00212.) In addition, the Estate filed responsive materials to the 
motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint on October 17,2016, and as late as 
March 13,2017. (Corrected APP 00004,00006.) 
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that motion and extended leave to the Estate to file a Second Amended Complaint to assert a 

theory of recovery not previously pled against Westchester Village. (APP 00236,600238-40.) 

Although the Court found, as to the claim that had been asserted against Westchester 

Village, that there was no question of fact that Cole Valentine was driving Carrie Bragg's vehicle 

at the time it struck Raymond Michael/ (APP 00222), the Court also had concerns that it was 

"unknown yet . . . how Ms. Bragg ended up with Mr. Valentine, and whether he has any 

connection with [Westchester Village.]"8 (APP 00222.) In particular, the Circuit Court 

suggested that a defendant in Westchester Village's position might be liable for Carrie Bragg's 

negligent entrustment of her vehicle to Cole Valentine. (APP 00223-26, 00229-31.) In that 

regard, the Court indicated that the facts would have to show that Carrie Bragg had become 

intoxicated as a result of the consumption of alcohol at Westchester Village, or how intoxicated 

she had become, (APP 00223, 00231); that she had been observed by Westchester Village 

6 In denying the motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint, the Circuit Court 
inexplicably included a finding that Cole Valentine was consuming alcohol at Goal Rush, (APP 
00236); however, that issue was not addressed in connection with that motion, and no evidence 
was produced. If such evidence had been produced at that time, it was not produced again on the 
issue of Cole Valentine's intoxication in connection with the motion for summary judgment on 
the Second Amended Complaint. 
7 The Petitioner's Brief, in its Statement of the Case, erroneously represents without citation to 
the record that "[fJrom Goal Rush, a total of five minors in issue departed in two vehicles, with 
Carrie Bragg's vehicle in front and Marshall Morris's vehicle following. Carrie Bragg's vehicle 
proceeded until it struck Raymond Dale Michael, causing pain, suffering, and Mr. Michael's 
untimely death, and fled the scene." (petitioner's Brief, 1.) The evidence is undisputed that 
Carrie Bragg did not drive her car to Goal Rush and that Carrie Bragg, Cole Valentine, and his 
friends from Goal Rush traveled from there to Ms. Bragg's place of work to retrieve the vehicle. 
(APP 00267, 00306, 00308-09, 00315.) Further, although it was not material to the issues raised 
by the motion for summary judgment on the Second Amended Complaint, the Estate presented 
no evidence that Mr. Michael experienced pain and suffering prior to his death or, for that 
matter, that being hit by Ms. Bragg's car caused his death. Finally, it is not clear what the 
Estate's reference to "five minors in issue" is intended to mean, as there are no allegations 
against Westchester Village attempting to hold it liable for the acts of five minors, but only for 
those ofCarrie Bragg and/or Cole Valentine. (APP 00246-53.) 
8 Cole Valentine's deposition had not yet been taken because of a pending criminal charge 
against him, arising from the event that is the subject of this litigation. (APP 00215, 00240.) 
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personnel to be intoxicated APP 00231); that Cole Valentine was also intoxicated, (APP 00224

26); and that Westchester Village knew that Carrie Bragg had a car, control of which she might 

relinquish to another (APP 00224). 

Although counsel for the Estate contended at the March 14, 2017, hearing that ''the 

scenario that Your Honor has announced today is absolutely the scenario ... that has been pled," 

(APP 00226), the Court found that its concerns regarding Westchester Village's potential 

liability related to Carrie Bragg's alleged negligent entrustment of her vehicle, in fact, were not 

addressed by the Amended Complaint's allegations pertaining to Cole Valentine, which stated 

only that he had been a patron of Westchester Village. (APP 00227.) The Court noted, further, 

that there was no allegation in the Amended Complaint that Ms. Bragg had been served alcohol 

to the point of intoxication. (APP 00227.) 

Even though counsel for the Estate continued to assert that Carrie Bragg was driving her 

own car when it struck Mr. Michael, counsel made an oral motion for leave to amend the 

Amended Complaint to assert that Westchester Village's negligence resulted in "Carrie Bragg 

becoming so drunk that she entrust [ ed] her vehicle to another drunk patron of another bar." 

(APP 00227-29.) Having found no evidence sufficient to create a question of fact that Carrie 

Bragg was driving her car at the time it struck Michael Raymond, (APP 00222), the Court 

identified the evidence that it believed would be sufficient to place the claim based on negligent 

entrustment before a jury. (APP 00223-27.) The Circuit Court, therefore, granted the Estate's 

oral motion for leave to file a Second Amended Complaint, (APP 0028-40, 00243), to provide 

the Plaintiff an opportunity to develop evidence that might support a claim against Westchester 

Village based on Carrie Bragg's alleged negligent entrustment of her vehicle to Cole Valentine. 
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The questions of fact identified by the Court were questions as to which the Estate had the 

burden ofproof. (APP 00223-27.) 

Having identified additional facts that it would like to see developed on the Estate's claim 

against Westchester Village under a Second Amended Complaint (including a negligent 

entrustment-based theory), the Circuit Court denied the motion for summary judgment on the 

Amended Complaint, saying, "And so for those reasons, I think I have to deny your motion. 

don't want to see a defendant go to trial and have to expend the costs of trial. But I would -- I 

think I would be at risk to grant the summary judgment at this point." (APP 00231.) 

The Court's written Order reflecting its rulings at the March 14,2017, hearing was signed 

on March 27,2017, (hereafter "March 27,2017, Order"), but was entered into the record January 

12,2018.9 (Corrected APP 00008; APP 00235-243.) As noted, in conjunction with its denial of 

Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint, the Court 

granted the Plaintiff's oral motion for leave to file a Second Amended Complaint. (APP 00238

40,00243.) Specifically, the Circuit Court allowed the Plaintiff to file an amended pleading 

to allege generally as follows: (1) that Westchester knew or should have known 
that it was serving alcohol to Carrie Bragg, a citizen under the age of twenty-one 
(21) years, causing Carrie Bragg to become intoxicated; (2) that, as a result of 
Carrie Bragg's intoxicated state, she negligently entrusted her vehicle to another 
intoxicated citizen, Cole Valentine; (3) that, as a result of said negligent 
entrustment, Cole Valentine struck and killed Raymond Michael; and (4) it was 
reasonably foreseeable to Westchester that, ifit allowed alcohol to be served to an 
underage citizen until they reached a state of intoxication, said citizen could 
negligently entrust their vehicle to another intoxicated citizen, and said negligent 
entrustment would lead to a vehicle accident causing death. 

9 Under West Virginia Trial Court Rule 15.05.a., "[t]he date of the official e-filing court stamp 
shall constitute the date of entry of the order"; however, the Orders dated March 27, 2017, and 
August 30, 2017, that were provided to counsel by the Court, near the time they were signed by 
the Court, did not bear the official e-filing court stamp. (APP 00235-243; 00479-98.) The 
official entry date does not appear to present a procedural issue as to this appeal, and so, for 
clarity, Westchester Village refers to the Orders by the dates they were signed by the Circuit 
Court. 
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(APP 00238-39, 00240.) 

In conjunction with its allowance of a Second Amended Complaint, the Court, further, 

enunciated the issues that would then remain for resolution. 

Having permitted the amendments discussed supra, the Court finds that 
the following issues of fact persist for jury determination: (1) Westchester's duty 
with regard to preventing Carrie Bragg, a citizen under the age of twenty-one (21) 
years, from being served and/or consuming alcohol to a state of intoxication while 
on its premises (2) Westchester's alleged breach of that duty by allowing, 
knowingly or negligently, alcohol to be served to Carrie Bragg; (3) the proximate 
causation/foreseeability of an intoxicated Carrie Bragg's entrustment of her 
vehicle to another intoxicated person; (4) the proximate causation/foreseeability 
that such entrustment could cause the incident which resulted in the death [of] 
Raymond Michael; and (4) [sic] the existence of any intervening or superseding 
causes. 

(APP 00241 (footnote omitted).) 

The Estate contends that the Circuit Court identified these as issues of fact remaining 

after its denial of Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment on the Amended 

Complaint and asserts that the ftmdamental facts did not change after it filed its Second 

Amended Complaint, (see Petitioner's Brief, 2)10; however, the Court plainly identified the 

10 The Estate notes that despite the lack of change of facts, Westchester Village filed a "second 
Motion for Summary Judgment." Westchester Village did not file a second motion for summary 
judgment, but, rather, filed a motion for summary judgment on the Estate's Second Amended 
Complaint, which contained new allegations. (See also Petitioner's Brief, 13 n.1 (indicating 
Circuit Court's ruling on motion for summary judgment on Second Amended Complaint was 
"reconsideration" of denial of ruling on motion for summary judgment on Amended Complaint). 
The Estate also argues that the "initial Motion for Summary Judgment" was correctly denied and 
that "[t]he subsequent Motion presented no argument that should have caused a reversal of that 
denial." (Petitioner's Brief, 18.) In its ruling on the motion for summary judgment on the 
Amended Complaint, the Circuit Court found no question of fact that Carrie Bragg was not 
driving the car that struck Raymond Michael, which was the primary issue presented by that 
motion. (APP 00235-43.) The Court allowed the Estate to amend its pleading and to file a 
Second Amended Complaint. On the motion for summary judgment on the Second Amended 
Complaint, Westchester Village addressed the prior claim, as well as the Estate's claim that 
Westchester Village is liable to it on the basis of Carrie Bragg's alleged negligent entrustment of 
her vehicle to Cole Valentine, as to which the Estate produced no supporting evidence. 
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enumerated issues as issues that would be presented as a result of the amendment of the Estate's 

pleading. In other words, the Circuit Court recognized that the filing of the Second Amended 

Complaint would give the Estate an opportunity to develop additional facts to make a case 

against Westchester Village. 

On March 27, 2017, prior to the parties' receipt of a copy of the Court's Order, the 

Plaintiff filed a Second Amended Complaint to assert the new theory of recovery against 

Westchester Village, which was raised at the March 14,2017, hearing. (Corrected APP 00006; 

APP 00246-53; 00457-58.) The Second Amended Complaintll contains wrongful death claims 

against two identified and named Defendants, Goal Rush and Westchester Village. 12 After 

further discovery relating to the Estate's allegation of liability against Westchester Village based 

on Carrie Bragg's alleged negligent entrustment of her vehicle to Cole Valentine, including 

particularly the deposition of Mr. Valentine, Westchester Village filed a motion for summary 

II The Second Amended Complaint, which makes no reference to prior pleadings and is 
complete in itself, superseded and rendered ineffective the original and (first) Amended 
Complaints. See, e.g., Roseboro v. Felts, No. 5:08-CV-01433, 2012 WL 3637406, at *12 
(S.D.W. Va. Aug. 22, 2012), affd, 507 F. App'x 289 (4th Cir. 2013) (unpublished)("an amended 
complaint generally supersedes an original complaint. (Young v. City of Mount Ranier, 238 F.3d 
567, 572 (4th Cir.2001)); see also 6 Charles Alan Wright et al., Fed. Prac. & Proc. Civ. § 1476 
(3d. ed. 2012 update) ("A pleading that has been amended under Rule 15(a) supersedes the 
pleading it modifies and remains in effect throughout the action unless it subsequently is 
modified. Once an amended pleading is interposed, the original pleading no longer performs any 
function in the case[.]")). Likewise, proceedings relating to the earlier pleadings, such as 
Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint, ceased to be 
significant to the litigation, except to assist in explaining the development of the case. Findings 
made in connection with the motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint, 
presumably, were superseded by the Second Amended Complaint, although they may be helpful 
in explaining the Court's other rulings at that hearing. Findings made in connection with the 
Circuit Court's ruling on the Plaintiff's oral motion for leave to amend, which was made during 
the hearing on the motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint, however, were not 
superseded by the filing of the Second Amended Complaint. 
12 The owner and the alleged operators of the vehicle that struck Raymond Michael have never 
been named as parties to this litigation. Upon information and belief, prior to filing suit, the 
Estate reached settlements with Ms. Bragg and Mr. Valentine. (APP 00227, 00484.) 
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judgment on the Second Amended Complaint, in part, because the Estate failed to produce any 

admissible evidence to support the negligent entrustment-based theory that had been added to the 

Second Amended Complaint, and because the undisputed nature of the evidence that Carrie 

Bragg was not driving her own car at the time it struck Raymond Michael, and the undisputed 

nature of the evidence that Cole Valentine had not consumed alcoholic beverages at Westchester 

Village in the hours immediately prior to Mr. Michael's death, had not changed. (Corrected APP 

00007; APP 00260-327.) 

On August 15, 2017, the Court held a hearing on the motion for summary judgment on 

the Second Amended Complaint. (APP 00459-78.) At that time, and by written Order signed 

August 30, 2017, the Court granted Westchester Village summary judgment on the Second 

Amended Complaint, (hereafter "August 30,2017, Order"; see note 9, supra). (APP 00479-98.) 

That Order, from which this appeal is taken, was entered into the record on January 12, 2018. 

(Corrected APP 00008.) The Estate appeals the Circuit Court's grant of summary judgment to 

Westchester Village in the August 30,2017, Order. 13 

In granting Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment on the Second 

Amended Complaint, the Circuit Court succinctly stated that 

[t]he Plaintiff in this case has pointed to no specific facts demonstrating any trial
worthy issue . . . nor has she demonstrated any need for additional discovery. 
Further, ... discovery closed July 28,2017, and during the discovery process, the 
parties have exchanged written discovery and conducted at least eighteen (18) 
depositions since this action was filed in March, 2016. Additionally, the 
Complaint has been anlended twice. The Plaintiff has had a more than adequate 
opportunity to litigate her claim against this Defendant and to develop evidence to 
support each of the essential elements of the claim against Westchester, if there is 

13 The Estate complains that it has been deprived of a trial on the merits, (Petitioner's Brief, 13); 
however, this is not an appeal from a final order. The Estate's claim against Goal Rush has yet 
not been disposed of, although the case below has been stayed pending the outcome of this 
appeal. (Corrected APP 00008.) 

9 
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any.... [T]he failure to point to any specific facts that create a genuine issue of 
material fact means that the Plaintiff has failed to carry her burden under Rule 56. 

(APP 00486.) 

More specifically, the Circuit Court found that the undisputed evidence showed that, at 

the time Raymond Michael was struck by Carrie Bragg's car, she was a passenger in the car, 

which was being driven by Cole Valentine. (APP 004480, 00482.) In addition, the Court 

recognized that the Second Amended Complaint alleged that Westchester Village was liable for 

the negligent acts of Cole Valentine and/or Carrie Bragg, as underage individuals who were 

provided alcoholic beverages to the point of intoxication on the Westchester Village premises, in 

disregard of the laws of this state concerning underage consumption of alcohol. (APP 00481

82.) The Court further noted that the Second Amended Complaint alleges that "after serving 

alcoholic beverages to Mr. Valentine and/or Ms. Bragg, Westchester employees were aware that 

they were intoxicated and that they intended to operate a motor vehicle while under the influence 

of alcoholic beverages, and did not take action to prevent Valentine and/or Bragg from operating 

said motor vehicle." (APP 00482 (internal quotation marks omitted).) The Court found, 

however, that the undisputed evidence demonstrates that Cole Valentine was not present at 

Westchester Village and, therefore, did not consume alcohol there on the evening prior to 

Raymond Michael's death. (APP 00483.) The Court particularly found that the Estate submitted 

no evidence to the contrary. (APP 00483.) 

The Court likewise found that the Estate had submitted no evidence to support the 

allegation that on the evening of March 29 or the early morning of March 30, 2014, Westchester 

employees had any awareness that Carrie Bragg had consumed alcohol to the point of 

intoxication, as there was no evidence produced that Westchester Village employees were aware 

that she had become intoxicated, that they saw her when she was visibly intoxicated, or that they 

10 




had any reason to believe that she intended to operate a vehicle under the influence of alcohol. 

(APP 00483.) The Circuit Court also found no genuine issue of material fact as to the negligent 

entrustment aspect of the Estate's claim, because no admissible evidence had been produced that 

would support a fmding by the jury that Cole Valentine was also intoxicated, as the Estate 

alleged, at the time Carrie Bragg's car struck Raymond Michael. (APP 00483-84.) 

S~YOFARGUMENT 

The Circuit Court correctly granted judgment as a matter of law in favor of Westchester 

Village on the Estate's claim against it, because there was no genuine issue of material fact, 

where the Estate presented no admissible evidence on the essential element of proximate cause 

as to the ''typical'' liquor liability negligence claim asserted against Westchester Village. 

Furthermore, there was no evidence presented that Carrie Bragg, an underage individual who 

allegedly consumed alcoholic beverages on Westchester Village's premises, was the operator of 

the vehicle when it struck Raymond Michael, and the undisputed evidence was that Cole 

Valentine was driving the vehicle at that time, but was not present at Westchester Village and, 

therefore, did not consume alcoholic beverages on its premises. 

The Circuit Court likewise correctly granted summary judgment in favor of Westchester 

Village on the Estate's claim against it that was based on the alleged negligent entrustment by 

Carrie Bragg of her car to Cole Valentine, because there was no genuine issue of material fact, as 

the Estate presented no admissible evidence that Mr. Valentine was intoxicated and, therefore, no 

evidence that Ms. Bragg negligently entrusted her vehicle to him. In addition, under the 

undisputed facts of this case, the events relating to the alleged negligent entrustment are so 

remote as to time and place from Westchester Village's alleged role in Carrie Bragg's having 
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become intoxicated that, as a matter of law, it was not reasonably foreseeable that she would 

negligently entrust her car to another allegedly intoxicated person. 

Finally, the Circuit Court properly interpreted and applied the law, where the Estate's 

common law and statutory cause of action, as pled in the Second Amended Complaint, are based 

on the alleged violation of a single liquor liability statute, W. Va. Code § 60-3-22, 

notwithstanding that the Court's ruling was not restricted to the subject matter of the single 

statute cited in the Estate's pleading. 

STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION 

The Petitioner's appeal is frivolous, inasmuch as this appeal is taken from the Circuit 

Court's Order granting Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment, where absolutely 

no admissible evidence was presented by the Estate in opposition to the motion for summary 

judgment, even after the Estate was given an opportunity to amend its pleading to expand its 

theory of recovery against Westchester Village and to develop additional evidence. The Estate 

argued below and continues to argue on appeal that the jury should have been permitted to 

consider a case based solely on speculation and conjecture; thus, oral argument should be 

unnecessary, in accordance with W. Va. R. App. P. 18(a)(2), and a memorandum decision should 

suffice. 

ARGUMENT 

A. 	 A circuit court's order granting summary judgment is subject to a de 
novo standard of review. 

The standard for review by this Court of an order granting summary judgment is de novo. 

E.g., Minshall v. Health Care & Ret. Corp. of Am., 208 W. Va. 4, 6, 537 S.E.2d 320, 322 

(2000)(citing Painter v. PeaVY, syl. pt. 1, 192 W.Va. 189, 451 S.E.2d 755 (1994) ("A circuit 

court's entry of summary judgment is reviewed de novo.")). 
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"Summary judgment is appropriate where the record taken as a whole could not lead a 

rational trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party, such as where the nonmoving party has 

failed to make a sufficient showing on an essential element of the case that it has the burden to 

prove." Painter v. Peavy, syl. pt. 4, 192 W. Va. 189,451 S.E.2d 755 (1994). See also Williams 

v. Precision Coil. Inc., syl. pt. 2, 194 W. Va. 52, 459 S.E.2d 329 (1995) ("Summary judgment is 

appropriate if, from the totality of the evidence presented, the record could not lead a rational 

trier of fact to find for the nonmoving party, such as where the nonmoving party has failed to 

make a sufficient showing on an essential element of the case that it has the burden to prove.") 

(APP 00267-68, 00445-47.) 

B. 	 Summary judgment is appropriate on a claim of negligence. where 
there is no admissible evidence sufficient to create a trial-worthy issue 
of material fact as to the elements including causation. of the cause of 
action. 

Contrary to the Estate's position, Rule 56 of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure 

has a legitimate place in civil litigation, and summary judgment is not disfavored when it is 

apparent that there is no competent evidence to support the plaintiff's case and granting summary 

judgment will enable the court and the parties, as well as a jury, to avoid the substantial, and 

unnecessary, expenditure of time and effort ofa trial. 

In granting Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment, the Circuit Court found 

that "[t]he Plaintiff in this case has pointed to no specific facts demonstrating any trial-worthy 

issue in this case, nor has she demonstrated any need for additional discovery. . . . [T]he failure 

to point to any specific facts that create a genuine issue of material fact means that the Plaintiff 

has failed to carry her burden under Rule 56." (APP 00486; 00493-94.) 

The Estate contends nevertheless that, in its ruling, the Circuit Court erroneously decided 

questions of proximate cause and intervening or superseding cause as a matter of law, when 
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genuine issues of material fact were presented for resolution by a jury. The Circuit Court was 

correct in its determination that absolutely no admissible evidence sufficient to place elements of 

the Estate's negligence claim against Westchester Village before the jury was presented in 

opposition to the motion for summary judgment on the Second Amended Complaint, and so 

summary judgment in accordance with Rule 56 was appropriate. Specifically, the Estate 

produced no admissible evidence to raise a jury question whether Carrie Bragg was driving her 

own vehicle when it struck Raymond Michael, whether Cole Valentine consumed alcoholic 

beverages at Westchester Village, or whether Ms. Bragg negligently entrusted her vehicle to Mr. 

Valentine. 

This Court has recognized that summary judgment is appropriate in any case, including 

those involving claims of negligence and issues of proximate cause, in which ''the moving party 

makes a properly supported motion for summary judgment and can show by affirmative 

evidence that there is no genuine issue of a material fact," but the nonmoving party fails to "(1) 

rehabilitate the evidence attacked by the moving party, (2) produce additional evidence showing 

the existence of a genuine issue for trial, or (3) submit an affidavit explaining why further 

discovery is necessary as provided in Rule 56(f) of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure." 

Williams v. Precision Coil, syi. pt. 3. See a/so, e.g., Parkette, Inc. v. Micro Outdoors Advert., 

LLC, 217 W. Va. 151, 156, 157, 617 S.E.2d 501,506,507 (2005) (affirming circuit court's grant 

of summary judgment on negligence claim, where lower court found no duty owed by defendant 

to plaintiff and no evidence was produced to support any such duty); Kiser v. Caudill, 215 W. 

Va. 403, 411, 599 S.E.2d 826, 834 (2004)(summary judgment was proper in a medical 

negligence case, where plaintiff did not produce an expert witness to testify regarding essential 

elements of standard of care and a breach of standard of care); Withrow v. West Virginia 
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University Hospitals, Inc., 213 W.Va. 48, 52, 576 S.E.2d 527,531 (2002)(in medical negligence 

case, summary judgment was proper, where plaintiff produced no evidence to support elements 

of standard of care and breach thereof). 

In Jividen v. Law, 194 W. Va. 705,461 S.E.2d 451 (1995), a wrongful death action, the 

Court succinctly held, with respect to a negligence claim, that 

[t]he mere fact that a particular cause of action contains elements which typically 
raise a factual issue for jury determination does not automatically immunize the 
case from summary judgment. The plaintiff must still discharge his or her burden 
under West Virginia Rule of Civil Procedure 56(c) by demonstrating that a 
legitimate jury question, i.e. a genuine issue of material fact, is present. 

Id., syi. pt. 1. 

Simply stated, the Estate did not meet its burden in response to the motion for summary 

judgment in this case, and so judgment as a matter of law in Westchester Village's favor was 

appropriate. 

1. 	 The material produced by the Estate in response to 
Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment was not 
sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact. 

The Estate presented no admissible or usable evidence in response to the motion for 

summary judgment sufficient to create any genuine issue of material fact or from which a jury 

might have made permissive inferences, to support the elements of its claim against Westchester 

Village. See Williams, 194 W. Va. at 60 n.l0, in part, 459 S.E.2d at 337 n.l0, in part ("We need 

not credit purely conclusory allegations, indulge in speculation, or draw improbable 

inferences."). That is not to say, however, that the Estate did not submit to the lower court 

material that it characterized as evidence that created a genuine issue of material fact. 

The Estate contends that the statement that Cole Valentine gave to police the day of Mr. 

Michael's death creates a genuine issue of some unspecified material fact, because, according to 
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the Estate, the investigating officer's (now Chief of Police Shine) deposition testimony and 

contemporaneous notes show that Mr. Valentine's story changed during the course of his police 

interview. (Petitioner's Brief, 3.) The notes of Mr. Valentine's interview do not clearly show a 

"change" in Mr. Valentine's story, as they clearly indicate that immediately after Carrie Bragg's 

car struck Raymond Michael, he believed that he had struck a "bag of trash" or "a white hefty 

bag" and did not believe Carrie Bragg and disagreed with Marshall Morris, who was following in 

his vehicle, when they told Mr. Valentine that they thought the car had struck a body. (APP 

00355-57.) It appears that, as Mr. Valentine's police interview continued, he explained that he 

came to an awareness that the car might have hit a body, and then he knew, when he saw the 

news later that day. (APP 00355-57.) Even assuming that Mr. Valentine's story completely 

changed concerning his awareness that the car had struck Mr. Michael, however, any such 

inconsistency would not create a question of material fact, inasmuch as there still is no question 

that Mr. Valentine was driving Ms. Bragg's vehicle when it struck Mr. Michael in the early 

morning hours of March 30, 2014. 

The Estate also points to the investigating officer's and Carrie Bragg's deposition 

testimony that Mr. Valentine and his friends in the following vehicle stopped twice to talk after 

Ms. Bragg's car struck Mr. Michael. (petitioner's Brief, 3.) Again, there is no suggestion how 

that fact is supposed to be material to the issues presented in this case. It does not create a 

genuine issue of fact as to the identity of the driver of the vehicle that struck Mr. Michael, 

whether Mr. Valentine consumed alcohol at Westchester Village, whether Mr. Valentine was 

intoxicated, or any other fact of consequence in this case. 

In addition, the Estate contends that ''text messages" exchanged among Mr. Valentine 

and others, provide evidence that creates a genuine issue of material facts, sufficient to preclude 
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summary judgment in Westchester Village's favor, although it is generally unclear precisely 

what issue of fact these "text messages" is supposed to reveal. The "text messages" were 

attached to the Estate's response to Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment on the 

Second Amended Complaint as Exhibit 1. (APP 00377-00442.) The contents of this exhibit, 

however, do not confoml to the requirements of Rule 56 and the decisions of this Court applying 

the Rule, and, therefore, do not demonstrate in any respect that they would have been admissible 

in evidence. (APP 00447-48.) See Aluise v. Nationwide Mut. Fire Ins. Co., syl. pt. 1,218 W.Va. 

498,625 S.E.2d 260 (2005) ("Rule 56(c) of the West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure does not 

contain an exhaustive list of materials that may be submitted in support of summary judgment. In 

addition to the material listed by that rule, a trial court may consider any material that would be 

admissible or usable at trial."); cf W. Va. R. Civ. P. 56(e)("Supporting and opposing affidavits 

shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in 

evidence...." (Emphasis added.)). 

Further, this Court has noted that 

[i]t is generally recognized that when ruling on a motion for summary judgment, 
''the trial court is precluded from considering any documentary evidence of a type 
not specified in the summary judgment rule. Evidentiary material not specifically 
authorized by the summary judgment rule may be considered by the trial court ... 
if it is properly incorporated into an affidavit by reference." 49 C.J.S. Judgments § 
328 (2009) (emphasis added). See also Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller & 
Mary Kay Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure, vol. lOA, § 2721 (Civil 3d ed., 
1998). Those materials specifically referred to in Rule 56(c) of the West Virginia 
Rules of Civil Procedure (hereinafter "Rule 56") are the pleadings, any 
depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file as well as 
affidavits. This Court has recognized and held that Rule 56( c) "does not contain 
an exhaustive list of materials that may be submitted in support of summary 
judgment, . . . [and] a trial court may consider any material that would be 
admissible or useable at trial." Syl. Pt. 1, Aluise v. Nationwide Mut. Fire Ins. Co., 
218 W.Va. 498, 625 S.E.2d 260 (2005). In order to make that determination, the 
authenticity of documents presented for the court's consideration at the summary 
judgment stage needs to be established. Ordinarily, "[u]nswom and unverified 
documents are not of sufficient evidentiary quality to be given weight ill 
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detennining whether to grant a motion for summary judgment. Therefore, 
documents that do not state that they are made under oath and do not recite that 
the facts stated are true are not competent summary judgment evidence." 49 C.J.S. 
Judgments § 328 (2009). See also 11 Moore's Federal Practice, § 56.l0[4][c] (3d 
ed. 2010) (in context of summary judgment, unless a document outside of the 
record "is self-authenticating and intrinsically trustworthy on its face (a rare 
situation), this type of document must be introduced by affidavit to ensure its 
consideration by the court."). 

Ramey v. Contractor Enterprises, Inc., 225 W. Va. 424,433 n.l5 (in part), 693 S.E.2d 789, 798 

n.l5 (in part) (201O)(emphasis added). (APP 00447-48.) 

Accordingly, Exhibit I submitted in opposition to Westchester Village's motion for 

summary judgment on the Second Amended Complaint does not show either what the document 

purports to be or its source, or whether it is a true copy of what it purports to be. For these and 

perhaps additional reasons, it is not material that would be admissible or useable at trial. The 

material that was submitted as Exhibit I in opposition to Westchester Village's motion for 

summary judgment, therefore, could not be used to create genuine issue of material fact under 

Rule 56. 

Even if the Estate's exhibit were otherwise deemed to be sufficient evidence under Rule 

56 to challenge Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment, the Estate has pointed to 

no specific facts within the "text messages" that create a genuine issue of material fact. 

Furthermore, when determining whether a genuine issue of material fact exists, the Court is not 

required to engage in speculation, conjecture, or conspiracy theory, but need only consider 

reasonably probable inferences that might be suggested by the evidence before it. Williams, 194 

W. Va. at 60 n.10, 459 S.E.2d at 337 n.10. 

The contents of the ''text messages" document submitted in opposition to the motion for 

summary judgment on the Second Amended Complaint are so varied and ambiguous that the 

inferences suggested by the Estate amount to nothing more than speculation and conjecture, 
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which would not be sufficient to create a question of fact as to any element of the Estate's cause 

of action and, therefore, to defeat Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment. (APP 

00447-50.) See also Dellinger v. Pediatrix Med. Grp., P.C., 232 W. Va. 115, 122, 750 S.E.2d 

668, 675 (2013)(noting that unsupported speculation is not sufficient to defeat a summary 

judgment motion (internal quotation marks and brackets omitted) (quoting Williams, 194 W. Va. 

at 61,459 S.E.2d at 338 (quoting Felty v. Graves-Humphreys Co., 818 F.2d 1126, 1128 (4th Cir. 

1987))); Gibson v. Little Gen. Stores, Inc., 221 W. Va. 360, 364, 655 S.E.2d 106, 110 (2007) 

(affirming summary judgment for defendant, where jury could not consider plaintiff's claim and 

evidence without basing its verdict entirely on speculation and conjecture). 

The Estate's suggestion that a ''text message" reading, "Drink don't drive do the 

watermelon crawl," provides evidence that Cole Valentine was intoxicated at the time Carrie 

Bragg's vehicle struck Raymond Michael, based on the lyrics of a song, (Petitioner'S Brief, 18 

(citing APP 00423)), is highly speculative, at best. Likewise, it is sheer conjecture that a ''text 

message" asking, "Am I supposed to tell him 'absolutely everything,' or shud itell [should I tell] 

him what everybody's else is saying?," (petitioner'S Brief, 18 (citing APP 00408)), is evidence 

of any fact material to the issues in this case or from which a reasonably probable inference of 

any material fact could be drawn. The Estate did not suggest the genuine issue of material fact 

this evidence is supposed to create, sufficient to preclude summary judgment. (Petitioner'S 

Brief, 17; APP 003442-43.) The Estate's notion of evidence sufficient place an issue before a 

jury, simply does not rise to the level required by Rule 56. 

In response to the motion for summary judgment, the Estate also presented, and continues 

to rely on, evidence that it argues is sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact 

precluding summary judgment, because it calls into question the credibility and honesty of Cole 
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Valentine. The evidence relating to Mr. Valentine's alcohol consumption on the evening prior to 

Mr. Michael's death includes Mr. Valentine's own statement that he had had one or two beers 

approximately four hours before leaving Goal Rush at 2:00 to 2:10 a.m. (APP 00267, 00301, 

00306,00308-09,00314,00315.) In addition to deposition testimony that Cole Valentine did not 

attend the fraternity dinner at Westchester Village on the evening of March 29, 2014, Carrie 

Bragg also testified in her deposition that she had not seen him drinking at Goal Rush and did not 

believe that Mr. Valentine was intoxicated. (APP 00266, 00290-91, 00292, 00295, 00297, 

00304,00306.) In response to the motion for summary judgment, the Estate did not question and 

presented no evidence to challenge Carrie Bragg's capacity to testify to these matters, or even 

her ability to exercise sufficient judgment to be able to evaluate Mr. Valentine's status. 

Notwithstanding the undisputed evidence that there was no indication that Cole Valentine 

was intoxicated or impaired while operating Carrie Bragg's vehicle, the Estate nevertheless 

argues that "Mr. Valentine provided deposition testimony that could convince a trier of fact that 

he was dishonest about the night in issue, because he has historically been dishonest about where 

he was and whether he drank." (Petitioner's Brief, 4-5 (citing APP 00361-62).) In particular, the 

Estate points to Mr. Valentine's deposition testimony in which he acknowledges that he 

concealed, not that he affirmatively lied about, his consumption of alcoholic beverages from his 

father when he was in high school. (Petitioner's Brief, 5 (quoting APP 00361-62).) 

Unquestionably, the credibility of a witness is for the fmder of fact to determine. When 

all of the substantive, material evidence in the case on a given point is consistent, and there are 

no conflicts to be resolved, however, a lack of credibility on a given issue cannot create 

evidence, and a question concerning a witness's credibility alone does not create a genuine issue 

ofmaterial fact sufficient to defeat a motion for summary judgment under Rule 56. 
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At best, in this case, if a jury were to find Cole Valentine not credible, it could give little 

or no weight to his testimony that he was not intoxicated. That would leave no evidence on the 

issue of Mr. Valentine's intoxication in place of his testimony on that point, except speculation, 

from which it could find that he was intoxicated, together with Carrie Bragg's observation and 

belief that he was not intoxicated, and other evidence relevant to the immediate cause of the 

accident, including that, at the time of the accident, at approximately 2:30 a.m., on March 30, 

2014, it was raining and was very dark. (APP 00237, 00298, 00303.) 

Even if a jury were to find Cole Valentine's alleged "dishonesty," therefore, to be a basis 

for finding his testimony that he was not intoxicated lacking credibility, a jury would not also be 

permitted to substitute its own facts -- i. e., to decide that in fact he was intoxicated while he was 

operating Ms. Bragg's vehicle -- in the absence of admissible evidence to support that finding. 

The undisputed evidence produced through discovery showed that Mr. Valentine was not 

intoxicated, and the Estate submitted no evidence in response to Westchester Village's motion 

for summary judgment that would support a finding that Mr. Valentine was intoxicated. 

In an apparent effort to address Westchester Village's argument that there was no 

evidence that, on the evening of March 29, 2014, any of its employees were aware that Carrie 

Bragg was intoxicated, (APP 00266-67, 00321, 00323-24, 00326), the Estate also produced 

deposition testimony of Rebecca Mayfield, who testified that she saw Ms. Bragg at Westchester 

Village that evening and that she was visibly intoxicated. Ms. Mayfield's testimony on this 

point, however, does not create a genuine issue of material fact, because she was not a 

Westchester Village employee. Rebecca Mayfield, like Carrie Bragg, was an attendee at the 

fraternity dinner being held at the time. (APP 00367.) Ms. Mayfield's testimony otherwise 

creates no triable issue, inasmuch as Westchester Village acknowledges that there is a question 
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of fact as to the significance of Carrie Bragg's consumption of alcoholic beverages on its 

premises and, therefore, did not raise that issue or her intoxication generally as a basis for its 

motion for summary judgment. 

2. 	 The Estate produced no admissible evidence to support its 
claim that Carrie Bragg was driving her own car when it 
struck Raymond Michael or that Cole Valentine consumed 
alcoholic beverages on Westchester Village's premises and, 
thus, to create a genuine issue of material fact as to its 
"typical" liquor liability claim. 

The Estate asserted a ''typical'' liquor liability negligence claim against Westchester 

Village, alleging, in part, that Carrie Bragg and Cole Valentine, both underage, consumed 

alcoholic beverages on Westchester Village's premises and that Mr. Valentine and/or Ms. Bragg 

operated Ms. Bragg's vehicle under the influence of alcohol, struck Raymond Michael, and 

caused his death. (APP 00247, 00249.) Again, Westchester Village acknowledges that there is a 

genuine issue of material fact as to the Estate's allegation that Carrie Bragg, an underage person, 

consumed alcoholic beverages on its premises, (APP 00247), and, therefore, it did not raise that 

as a basis for its motion for summary judgment. 14 

It is undisputed that, although the car that struck Mr. Michael was owned by Ms. Bragg, 

she was not driving, but was a passenger in the vehicle at the time it struck him. (APP 00262, 

14 The issue of Carrie Bragg's intoxication is more factually complex than the Estate would have 
the Court believe. Although Carrie Bragg acknowledges that she became intoxicated at the 
dinner held at the Westchester Village facilities on the evening on March 29, 2014, as the Estate 
points out, Ms. Bragg testified only that she drank "both by approaching the bar and drinks being 
provided me." (Petitioner'S Brief, 6 (citing APP 00363-64).) Inasmuch as the alcohol provided 
to the guests that evening was provided by the fraternity holding the dinner, (APP 00270, 00321, 
00322), and based on the absence of any evidence from Westchester Village personnel 
identifying Carrie Bragg, (APP 00266, 00321, 00323-24, 003326, 00327], together with the 
Second Amended Complaint's cause of action based only on the sale of alcoholic beverages to 
underage persons, (APP 00246-53), the issue of Westchester Village's liquor liability remains a 
question of fact -- although, at this point, not a material question given the absence of a genuine 
issue of fact as to any other element of the Estate's claim. 
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00292-93,000298.) It is also undisputed that Cole Valentine was driving Ms. Bragg's car at the 

time it struck Mr. Michael. (APP 00262-63, 00292, 00298, 00299, 00302-03, 00306, 00309.) 

Indeed, it was Cole Valentine who was criminally charged as a result of the incident involving 

Mr. Michae1. ls (APP 00215, 00240, 00250.) 

In addition, based on the deposition testimony of Carrie Bragg, who attended the March 

29, 2014, fraternity dinner, and Cole Valentine himself, as well as the investigating police 

officer, it is undisputed that Cole did not consume alcoholic beverages at Westchester Village 

within the hours preceding Raymond Michael's death, because the undisputed evidence also 

shows that Mr. Valentine was not present at Westchester Village on the evening of March 29, 

2014. 16 (APP 00266, 00290-91, 00295, 00297, 00304, 00306.) 

The Estate did not produce any admissible evidence to support its allegation that Carrie 

Bragg was the driver of the vehicle that struck Raymond Michael or that Cole Valentine 

consumed alcoholic beverages at Westchester Village. The Circuit Court's entry of summary 

judgment on the Estate's negligence claim against Westchester Village, based on the allegation 

that it allowed either Carrie Bragg and Cole Valentine, both of whom were underage, to consume 

alcohol in its premises, was appropriate. 

3. 	 The Estate produced no admissible evidence to support its 
claim that Carrie Bragg negligently entrusted her vehicle to 
Cole Valentine. 

The Estate has also asserted a claim of liquor liability negligence arising from Carrie 

Bragg's alleged consumption of alcohol at Westchester Village, asserting, in part, that Carrie 

Bragg, who was underage, consumed alcoholic beverages to the point of intoxication and, 

IS Mr. Valentine was placed in a pretrial diversion program, which delayed the taking of his 

deposition. (APP 00215.) 

16 The undisputed evidence shows that Westchester Village closed to guests at 11 :00 p.m. on 

March 29,2014. (APP 00278, 00325, 00327.) 
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subsequently, lacking sufficient judgment, 17 negligently entrusted her vehicle to Cole Valentine, 

who was intoxicated. (APP 00250.) There is no question that Ms. Bragg turned her car keys over 

to Cole Valentine so that he could drive her and her vehicle from her workplace to her home. 

(APP 00272, 00279, 00291, 00291-92, 00299.) 

The "Estate, however, submitted no evidence that Carrie Bragg lacked sufficient judgment 

for the purpose of entrusting her vehicle to Mr. Valentine. Ms. Bragg's deposition testimony that 

she did not see Cole Valentine drinking at Goal Rush and believed that he was not intoxicated 

when she asked for a ride home was submitted as evidence in support of Westchester Village's 

motion for summary judgment and was not challenged by the Estate. (APP 00276, 00292.) 

There is further no evidence that Mr. Valentine was intoxicated at that time. (APP 

00267, 00292, 00301, 00308-09, 00314, 00315.) The Estate contends that evidence creating a 

genuine issue of material fact as to Cole Valentine's state of intoxication exists because counsel 

for Westchester Village made an "admission" that there is evidence that Cole Valentine was 

intoxicated at the time Carrie Bragg's vehicle struck Raymond Michael, and that that 

"admission" is binding on Westchester Village. (Petitioner's Brief, 18 (citing APP 00214.) 

After indicating twice, in response to inquiry by the Court, at the hearing on Westchester 

Village's motion for summary judgment on the Amended Complaint, 18 that it was alleged that 

Cole Valentine was intoxicated at the time the vehicle he was driving struck Raymond Michael, 

the Court inquired again whether there were facts that he was intoxicated, to which, the transcript 

indicates, counsel for Westchester Village responded, "Yes." (APP 00214-15.) Obviously, 

17 See Petitioner's Brief, 16 ("Not only was she too intoxicated to drive, but also she was too 
intoxicated to exercise sound judgment.") No evidence has been produced to support that 
assertion. 
18 This appeal is taken from the Circuit Court's ruling on the motion for summary judgment on 
the Second Amended Complaint. 
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counsel has no personal knowledge regarding Mr. Valentine's condition at the time of this 

accident, and her remark during the hearing on a prior motion is not evidence of any fact at issue 

in this matter. Counsel's remark certainly is not evidence that could be presented at trial. 

Indeed, if counsel's response to the Court were accurate, the Estate could and should have 

presented the specific facts that supposedly indicate that Mr. Valentine was intoxicated at the 

time ofthe accident; however, it has not. 

Also on the issue of Cole Valentine's intoxication, the Estate contends that the deposition 

testimony of a Fairmont City police officer, Officer Lemley, concerning the lack of blood 

alcohol test results for Mr. Valentine creates a genuine issue of material fact. The Estate points 

to testimony that the officer did not recall whether Mr. Valentine -- who turned himself in to the 

police station many hours after the accident, (see APP 00306 (Chief Shine testifying that 

opportunity for DUI closed because of lapse of time between accident and Valentine's 

interview)) -- was asked to submit to testing and that the officer could not rule out that the driver 

of the Bragg vehicle was intoxicated at the time it struck Raymond Michael. (Petitioner's Brief, 

4 (quoting APP 00358, 00359).) Not being able to rule out intoxication is not evidence of 

intoxication, however, and is not sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact. 

As discussed above, the Estate also points to Cole Valentine's credibility as purporting to 

create a genuine issue of material fact; however, the Estate does not point to any material 

inconsistencies in Mr. Valentine's substantive testimony or the evidence, generally, concerning 

Mr. Valentine's state of inebriation at the time of the accident. Regardless of Mr. Valentine's 

credibility, the Estate produced no substantive evidence sufficient to create a genuine issue of 

material fact as to his intoxication, which is an element of the claim that Carrie Bragg 

negligently entrusted her vehicle to Mr. Valentine and, by extension, the claim against 
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Westchester Village. Accordingly, for this additional reason, there can be no genuine issue of 

material fact as to Westchester Village's liability to the Estate based on Carrie Bragg's allegedly 

having consumed alcoholic beverages on its premises. 

4. 	 The Circuit Court correctly determined, under the undisputed 
facts of this case, as a matter of law, that Westchester Village 
could not be liable for damages arising from Carrie Bragg's 
alleged negligent entrustment of her vehicle to Cole Valentine. 

Although the Estate produced no evidence from which the Circuit Court could have 

found a genuine issue of material fact for trial, it nevertheless contends that the Court 

erroneously determined as a matter of law that the negligence of Westchester Village, by 

allegedly permitting an underage Carrie Bragg to consume alcohol on its premises, could not 

have been a proximate cause of the death of Raymond Michael, resulting from Ms. Bragg's 

alleged negligent entrustment of her vehicle to Cole Valentine and Mr. Valentine's alleged 

negligent operation of the vehic1eI9; or, alternatively, erroneously determined that Ms. Bragg's 

alleged negligent entrustment and/or Mr. Valentine's operation of the vehicle, as a matter oflaw, 

were the sole proximate cause ofMr. Michael's death.2o 

In its ruling on the motion for summary judgment, the Circuit Court concisely found that 

[f]rom the perspective of Westchester, after it closed down for the evening, at 
11 :00 p.m. on March 29, 2014, and all of the attendees of the TBI [fraternity] 
dinner had gone and Carrie Bragg had been escorted safely from the Westchester 
premises, it simply was not foreseeable, as a matter of law, that some three-and-a
half hours later, Carrie Bragg still would need to fmd a ride back to her car and 
that she still would need to have someone else drive her home in her own vehicle. 
It certainly was not foreseeable that she would ask someone who, according to the 

19 The Circuit Court concluded that, in this case, a liquor liability cause of action could not be 
recognized as extending liability to an alleged supplier of alcohol to an underage person for her 
alleged negligent entrustment of a vehicle. (APP 00487-93.) The Petitioner has not directly 
assigned as error that aspect of the Order granting Westchester Village summary judgment. 
20 As noted earlier, the question whether Carrie Bragg's car striking Raymond Michael actually 
caused his death has been alleged, but has not yet been addressed in this matter. 
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Plaintiff, although not according to the evidence, was himself intoxicated to drive 
her home in her own car. 

(APP 00497-98.) 

The Estate asserts that it was foreseeable from the standpoint of Westchester Village, 

notwithstanding the undisputed evidence that: Westchester Village had closed to guests for the 

evening at 11:00 p.m., on March 29,2014, (APP 00278, 00325, 00327); the accident involving 

Raymond Michael occurred on March 30, 2014, after Carrie Bragg, Cole Valentine, and his 

friends left Goal Rush at 2:00 or 2:10 a.m., and had retrieved Ms. Bragg's car from her 

workplace at Mon PowerlFirst Energy (APP 00267, 00306, 00308-09, 00315); Carrie Bragg, but 

not Cole Valentine, had attended the fraternity dinner that was held at Westchester Village that 

evening, (APP 00266, 00290-91, 00295, 00297, 00304, 00306); Cole Valentine, and not Carrie 

Bragg, was driving her vehicle when it struck Raymond Michael at approximately 2:30 a.m. on 

March 30, 2014. (APP 00262-63, 00292, 00298, 00299, 00302-03, 00306, 00309.) It is also 

undisputed that there is: no evidence that any of Westchester Village's personnel were aware that 

Carrie Bragg had become intoxicated while on its premises, (APP 00266-67, 00321, 00323-24, 

00326); no evidence that Cole Valentine was intoxicated at the time Carrie Valentine asked for a 

ride home or while he operated Carrie Bragg's vehicle (and there was evidence to indicate that 

he was not intoxicated, (APP 00292)), (APP 00267, 00301, 00306, 00308-09, 00314, 00315); 

and no evidence that Ms. Bragg had driven to Westchester Village and would be getting into her 

car and driving away from its premises. (APP 00278-79, 00289.) 

There is no evidence, therefore, from which a jury could have reasonably found that 

Westchester Village could reasonably have foreseen that Carrie Bragg might either drive her car 

while she was intoxicated; or negligently entrust it to another intoxicated person, because Ms. 

Bragg was not witnessed by any Westchester Village personnel in an intoxicated state, nor in the 
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company of Cole Valentine. Further, the accident involving Raymond Michael occurred 

approximately three-and-a-half hours after Carrie Bragg left Westchester Village and after she 

had stopped off for approximately two-and-a-half hours at another establishment -- Goal Rush -

where she still did not have possession of her car. Furthennore, the accident occurred on the 

route from Carrie Bragg's place of employment to her home, and not on the route from 

Westchester Village to her home. 

In the absence of any evidence to put Westchester Village on notice that Carrie Bragg 

might drive her own car that evening, let alone hand the keys of a car she did not have with her -

and for all Westchester Village or anyone in its place might have known, might not even own -

no reasonable jury could find from the undisputed evidence in this case that Carrie Bragg's 

alleged consumption of alcoholic beverages on the premises of Westchester Village was the 

proximate cause of the death of Raymond Michael. 

The Estate appears to argue, in support of its position, first, that motions for summary 

judgment involving issues of causation simply should not be granted, but inherently present 

issues for a jury. The Court has recognized that summary judgment is appropriate under Rule 56 

in proper circumstances. See discussion at Section B., supra. Second, the Estate attempts to 

compare the facts of this case to those in Anderson v. Moulder, 183 W. Va. 77, 394 S.E.2d 61 

(1990), a case that the Estate suggests supports its claim based on negligent entrustment. 

Anderson v. Moulder, however, was not a negligent entrustment opinion. In that case, 

the purchaser of kegs of beer from the vendor shared the beer with the intoxicated driver of the 

purchaser's vehicle, and an accident occurred, injuring the driver and killing the purchaser of the 

beer. Anderson, 183 W. Va. at 81,394 S.E.2d at 65. The Estate appears to contend -- although 

its argument does not go quite this far -- that the Anderson case is factually similar to this one, 
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but in fact a much longer time elapsed between the purchase of alcohol and the motor vehicle 

accident -- three days -- than in this case -- three-and-a-half hours -- and so the Circuit Court 

should not have found as a matter of law that the events in this case were too remote to hold 

Westchester Village liable on the basis of Carrie Bragg's alleged negligent entrustment of her 

car. 

The foreseeability issue presented in this case relates to negligent entrustment. That is 

the issue the Circuit Court found was too remote as a matter of law to submit to a jury. (APP 

00497-98.) The foreseeability issue that the Anderson Court addressed, however, was not 

whether the vendor could be held liable for the death of the purchaser because he negligently 

entrusted his vehicle to another intoxicated person, but whether "one who sells beer or alcoholic 

beverages to a minor can ever reasonably foresee that the underage purchaser will share such 

beverages with other minors, who will, in turn, become intoxicated and cause injury to 

themselves or others." Anderson, 183 W. Va. at 89, 394 S.E.2d at 73. 

The Anderson court reviewed several factors to be considered in addressing the question 

whether a vendor could reasonably foresee that someone other than an underage purchaser would 

consume alcoholic beverages: 

(1) the quantity and character of the beverages purchased; (2) the time of day of 
the sale; (3) the vendor's observation of other persons on the premises or in a 
vehicle with the underage purchaser; (4) statements made by the purchaser; and 
(5) any other relevant circumstances of the sale or of the vendor's knowledge. 

Id. (citing Thompson v. Victor's Liquor Store, Inc., 216 N.J. Super. 202, 206-08, 523 A.2d 269, 

271-72 (1987)(footnote omitted)). It then found, contrary to the assertion of the Estate that the 

driver was not present when the beer was purchased, that the record in that case did not 

demonstrate whether any of those factors were established and, notably, did not show whether 

the driver, with whom the beer was shared, "was present or nearby at the time of the purchases 
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[or] what happened between the days the kegs were purchased and the date of the fatal 

accident[.]" Anderson, 183 W. Va. at 90,394 S.E.2d at 74. 

The allegation here is not that Carrie Bragg shared alcoholic beverages that she obtained 

at Westchester Village with Cole Valentine -- there is no allegation or evidence that she did -

who, as a result, became intoxicated and operated her vehicle, which struck Raymond Michael, 

with the question being, as it was in Anderson, whether it was foreseeable to Westchester Village 

that she would share the beverages with him. The Estate's argument that foreseeability is a jury 

question for the same reason it was in Anderson v. Moulder, therefore, is misplaced. 

Based on the Thompson factors adopted by Anderson, however, if one were to 

extrapolate from Anderson a factor to address the question whether a supplier of alcoholic 

beverages could reasonably foresee that an underage consumer of alcohoVintoxicated person 

might negligently entrust her vehicle to an intoxicated individual, it might be relevant that the 

supplier of alcoholic beverages have some knowledge of or opportunity to observe the allegedly 

intoxicated person to whom the vehicle is entrusted. That was a factor recognized by the 

Anderson court as to the sharing of alcohol. The undisputed evidence in this case, based on the 

undisputed absence of Cole Valentine from the Westchester premises, the lapse of time, and the 

location of relevant events reveals no opportunity on the part of Westchester Village to have 

observed Cole Valentine prior to Raymond Michael's death, and no evidence that would support 

a fmding that Carrie Bragg's alleged negligent entrustment of her vehicle after she left 

Westchester Village was reasonably foreseeable. The Circuit Court's ruling regarding 

foreseeability, or that there was no evidence of proximate cause, therefore, was correct. 

Relevant to this factor, the Estate also argues that the lower court "erroneously concluded 

Cole Valentine had 'absolutely no connection with the alcohol or its vendor.'" (Petitioner's 
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Brief, 15-16, citing APP 00490.) The Court correctly decided this issue, however, anticipating, 

perhaps, the Thompson factors adopted in Anderson v. Moulder. Moreover, the evidence is 

undisputed that Cole Valentine, who was driving the car that struck Raymond Michael, was not 

on the premises of, or served alcohol by, Westchester Village on the evening prior to Mr. 

Michael's death, (APP 00266, 00290-91, 00295, 00297, 00304, 00306), and there is no 

allegation or evidence that Carrie Bragg shared the alcoholic beverages from Westchester 

Village, as in Anderson v. Moulder, with Mr. Valentine. 

Nevertheless, to explain the Circuit Court's supposed error, the Estate, curiously, quotes a 

passage from Bailey v. Black, 183 W. Va. 74, 394 S.E.2d 58 (1990), which was a decision by 

this Court simply recognizing civil liability for violation of a liquor liability statute, but not 

addressing liability of the provider of alcohol for the consumer's negligent entrustment of her 

vehicle. In that case, the consumer was served alcohol by the seller, became intoxicated, drove 

her vehicle from the seller's establishment, and was involved in a motor vehicle accident in 

which the plaintiff s decedent was killed and the customer herself was injured. The Estate also 

cites a case from the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Tennessee, Steffey v. 

Beechmont Investments, Inc., No. 3: 16-CV-223, 2017 WL 3754443, at *1 (E.D. Tenn. Aug. 29, 

2017), a negligent entrustment case that does not implicate any party for allegedly providing 

alcohol to any other party. It is not clear how these opinions cited by the Estate are supposed to 

address the issues specifically presented on this appeal. 

The Estate also contends that the CircUit Court erroneously determined issues of 

intervening and superseding cause as a matter of law. If there is no evidence that the negligence, 

if any, of Westchester Village was itself a proximate cause of the damages resulting from the 

motor vehicle accident that occurred while Cole Valentine was driving Carrie Bragg's car, then 
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there should be no need to reach the issue whether an intervening or superseding cause cut off 

the causal link between Westchester Village's alleged negligence and the damages claimed in 

this case. The Circuit Court, nevertheless detennined that the acts of Mr. Valentine and/or Ms. 

Bragg were superseding, intervening causes of the death of Raymond Michael. (APP 004496

98.) 

In Harbaugh v. Coffinbarger, 209 W. Va. 57,543 S.E.2d 338 (2000), the court upheld the 

circuit court's grant of summary judgment, recognizing that the moving defendant's liability was 

cut off by an intervening cause. 

This Court explained the concept of intervening cause in syllabus point three of 
Wehner v. Weinstein, 191 W. Va. 149,444 S.E.2d 27 (1994), as follows: 

'"An intervening cause, in order to relieve a person charged with 
negligence in connection with an injury, must be a negligent act, or 
omission, which constitutes a new effective cause and operates 
independently of any other act, making it and it only, the 
proximate cause of the injury.' Syllabus Point 16, Lester v. Rose, 
147 W. Va. 575, 130 S.E.2d 80 (1963) [modified on other grounds, 
State ex reI. Sutton v. Spillers, 181 W. Va. 376, 382 S.E.2d 570 
(1989) ]." Syllabus Point 1, Perry v. Melton, 171 W. Va. 397,299 
S.E.2d 8 (1982). 

Harbaugh, 209 W. Va. at 64, 543 S.E.2d at 345. In Harbaugh, the court recognized that "[t]he 

test by which the negligent conduct of one is to be insulated as a matter of law by the 

independent negligent act of another, is reasonable unforeseeability on the part of the original 

actor of the subsequent intervening act and resultant injury." Id. (citing Hairston v. Alexander 

Tank and Equipment Co., 310 N.C. 227, 311 S.E.2d 559, 567 (1984) (quoting Riddle v. Artis, 

243 N.C. 668, 91 S.E.2d 894, 896-97 (1956))) (emphasis added; internal quotation marks 

omitted). 

As discussed above, the evidence in this case demonstrates that the events that occurred 

after Cole Valentine received the keys to Carrie Bragg's car were so remote from the events that 
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occurred earlier in the evening, while Carrie Bragg was attending the dimler being held on the 

premises of Westchester Village, as not to be foreseeable from Westchester Village's 

perspective. For the same reasons that the Court correctly found, as amatter of law, no evidence 

of proximate cause between the alleged negligence of Westchester Village and the death of 

Raymond Michael, the Court could also find, correctly, as a matter of law, that as an intervening, 

superseding cause, the negligence of Cole Valentine and/or Carrie Bragg could be the sole 

proximate cause ofhis Mr. Michael's death. 

c. 	 In its consideration of a motion for summary judgment, a trial court 
does not misinterpret or misapply applicable law when it refers to the 
claims or causes of action raised by the plaintiff's pleading in 
determining whether a genuine issue of material fact is presented by 
the evidence. 

As to its second assignment of error, the Estate claims to raise three arguments, or 

concerns. First, the Estate appears to contend that the Circuit Court erred in relying on the 

Estate's own pleading, the Second Amended Complaint, in which it cited W.Va. Code § 60-3-22 

as the basis for Westchester Village's "duty to refrain from serving alcoholic beverages to 

underage and intoxicated individuals." (APP 00251.) Although the Court did refer to the statute 

cited in the Second Amended Complaint,21 and although the prohibitions of Section 60-3-22 are 

premised on the sale of alcohol to the persons listed in the statute, the Court's ruling on the 

21 In part, the Circuit Court's ruling made reference to the Second Amended Complaint's 
allegation concerning the prohibition, under W. Va. Code § 60-3-22(a)(3), from the sale of 
alcohol to already intoxicated persons, as being beyond the scope of the amendment the Court 
had permitted in its ruling on the Plaintiff's earlier oral motion for leave to amend. (APP 
00493.) Westchester Village raised this issue in its motion for summary judgment, (APP 00275), 
and the Estate did not oppose the motion in that regard. (APP 0495.) Inasmuch f;lS the Estate 
produced no evidence to show that Westchester Village personnel were aware that Carrie Bragg 
had become intoxicated while on its premises, (APP 00266-67, 00321,00323-24,00326), it also 
could not have produced evidence to support a claim under Section 60-3-22(a)(3) that 
Westchester Village furnished alcoholic beverages to Carrie Bragg knowing that she was 
intoxicated, and so a claim under that subsection of the statute would likewise fail. 
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motion for summary judgment clearly did not rely solely on the fact that Westchester Village did 

not sell alcohol to Carrie Bragg at the fraternity dinner on March 29,2014. 

In its August 30, 2014, Order, the Circuit Court set out the statutory language of the 

statute cited by the Estate in the Second Amended Complaint, as well as the language of the 

statute cited in the violation that the Estate submitted in opposition to the motion for summary 

judgment, W.Va. Code § 60-7-12, even though it was aware that the violation had been 

withdrawn. (APP 00487-88.) Moreover, the Court did not base its ruling on the fact that Ms. 

Bragg did not buy alcohol from Westchester Village, and it used language such as "sells," 

"serves," and "provides" in its ruling, while focusing more on the age of the recipient and the 

other issues presented, such as Westchester Village's liability for the alleged negligent 

entrustment of her vehicle by Carrie Bragg. (APP 00487-88.) The fIrst issue of concern to the 

Estate on its second assigiunent oferror is not actually an issue at all. 

Nevertheless, the Estate appears to argue, now, that it should have been permitted to 

further amend its pleading to include reference to this or another statute. If that is the case, 

Westchester Village raised in its motion for summary judgment the limitations of the statute 

cited in the Second Amended Complaint, (APP 00270), but the Estate did not ask, in response to 

the motion, or by separate motion, (Corrected APP 00007-08; APP 00329-43), to be permitted 

leave to further amend its pleading. Furthermore, the Estate had been given ample opportllility 

to amend its pleading, having done so twice already. 

The second issue of concern to the Estate is that the Circuit Court treated violation of a 

statute as ''the sole mechanism for establishing a prima facie negligence." (Petitioner's Brief, 

21.) As Westchester Village noted in its motion for summary judgment, Anderson v. Moulder 

recognized, essentially, that statutory and common law are co-extensive. (APP 00268-69, 
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00275.) Common law liability arises by virtue of violation ofa liquor liability statute, under W. 

Va. Code § 55-7-9, and so there is no need to be concerned with a separate basis for common 

law liability. Anderson v. Moulder, 183 W. Va. at 85,394 S.E.2d at 69. 

West Virginia is not among the jurisdictions that, according to the Estate, have rejected 

the common law rule of non-liability. In Anderson, the Court observed that 

[a]t common law, it was recognized that the sale ofliquor to ordinary able-bodied 
men did not give rise to any civil liability against the vendor for injuries caused 
by intoxication, the reason being that the drinking of the liquor, and not the selling 
of it, was viewed as the proximate cause of any subsequent injury. E.g., Carr v. 
Turner, 238 Ark. 889, 385 S.W.2d 656 (1965); Ling v. Jan's Liquors, 237 Kan. 
629, 703 P.2d 731 (1985); Holmes v. Circo, 196 Neb. 496, 244 N.W.2d 65 
(1976); Hamm v. Carson City Nugget. Inc., 85 Nev. 99,450 P.2d 358 (1969). See 
generally 45 Am. Jur. 2d Intoxicating Liquors § 553 (1969); 48A C.J.S. 
Intoxicating Liquors § 428 (1981); Annot., 98 A.L.R.3d 1230 (1980); Annot., 97 
A.L.R.3d 528 (1980). 

To ameliorate this hardship in the common law, many jurisdictions enacted 
statutes, common known as "civil damage acts" or "dramshop acts," which 
imposed on vendors of intoxicants civil liability for injuries sustained by third 
parties as a consequence of the purchaser's intoxication .... 

The legislature repealed our dramshop act in 1935. See 1935 W. Va. Acts ch. 4. 
The licensees contend that, as a consequence, the common law rule ofnonliability 
applies in this case. We do not agree. 

W. Va. Code, 55-7-9 (1923), expressly authorizes civil liability based on a 
violation of statute: "Any person injured by the violation of any statute may 
recover from the offender such damages as he may sustain by reason of the 
violation, although a penalty or forfeiture for such violation be thereby imposed, 
unless the same be expressly mentioned to be in lieu of such damages." We have 
consistently stated that violation of a statute is prima facie evidence ofnegligence. 

Anderson v. Moulder, 183 W. Va. at 82-83, 394 S.E.2d at 66-67 (footnotes omitted). Thus, the 

Circuit Court properly applied applicable law, by referring to liquor liability statutes. It is 

unlikely that the Estate is arguing that the Court should have also applied the original common 

law rule of non-liability in this matter, and except as otherwise addressed below, the Estate cited 
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no case law on which the Circuit Court otherwise could have based a common law cause of 

action. 

The Estate cites Waynick v. Chicago's Last Dept. Store, 269 F.2d 322 (7th Cir. 1959), 

cert. denied sub nom., Saxner v. Waynick, 362 U.S. 903 (1960), in which the court addresses the 

sale of alcoholic beverages to intoxicated individuals in one state, who then cross a state line and 

cause injuries in another state. Westchester Village does not understand the relevance of the 

Waynick opinion to this matter and, therefore, cannot address it. 

The Estate also cites Marcus v. Staubs, 230 W. Va. 127, 736 S.E. 2d 360 (2012), for the 

proposition that the Circuit Court failed to consider a common law claim against Westchester 

Village. Although the facts of the Marcus case are distinguishable from this one, Westchester 

Village did Marcus its motion for summary judgment, (APP 00273-74, 00289), and the Circuit 

Court did not ignore or miss this nuance and, in fact, did consider in its ruling, the issue raised in 

Marcus, (APP 00492-93); however, the undisputed facts of this case do not support such a 

claim. (APP 00273-274, 00492-93.) 

In Marcus, there was a question whether the defendant, through affirmative conduct, had 

placed the minor plaintiffs in harm's way by obtaining beer for them, dropping them off in his 

truck, and then refusing to pick them up when they called him later to do so. Id., 230 W. Va. at 

136, 736 S.E. 2d at 369. If the facts were developed in that manner, then, the Court held, there 

would be a duty to prevent the threatened harm. Marcus, syI. pt. 5 (citing Robertson v. 

LeMaster, syi. pt. 2, 171 W. Va. 607, 301 S.E.2d 563 (1983); Price v. Halstead, syI. pt. 10, 177 

W. Va. 592, 355 S.E.2d 380 (1987); Overbaugh v. McCutcheon, syi. pt. 1, 183 W.'tIer 386,396 

S.E.2d 153 (1990». 
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In this case, there is no question, no evidence, and no allegation, that Westchester Village 

did not engage in any affirmative conduct toward Raymond Michael that put him in harm's way, 

from which Westchester Village could have had any duty to prevent threatened harm to Mr. 

Michael. Unlike the connection between the defendant and the minor plaintiffs in Marcus, any 

role that Westchester Village might have played in Carrie Bragg's alleged consumption of 

alcohol on its premises was so remote from the event of Mr. Michael's death, hours later, after 

she had left the Westchester Village premises after the fraternity dinner, (APP 00278, 00325, 

00327); following her extended visit to Goal Rush and being taken to pick up her car at her 

workplace, (APP 00267, 00306, 00308-09, 00315); and then being driven from her workplace by 

Mr. Valentine, (APP 00262-63, 00292, 00298, 00299, 00302-03, 00306, 00309); that 

Westchester Village, as a matter of law, could have had absolutely no opportunity or reason to 

realize that it had allegedly engaged in conduct of any kind, and certainly not in any affirmative 

conduct directed toward Raymond Michael, that created an unreasonable risk of the harm to Mr. 

Michael. There was certainly no evidence submitted by the Estate of any such conduct that 

would have indicated that Westchester Village could possibly have had any opportunity to 

~. protect or to prevent the threatened harm to Mr. Michael. 
" ~ 

Even if affirmative conduct toward Mr. Michael himself is not required under Marcus, 

Ms. Bragg had not driven herself to the dinner that was held at Westchester Village, (APP 

00266-67, 00289), and so she could not have driven herself, or been planning to drive herself, 

away from it. Even if Westchester had been aware of her intoxicated state -- and there is no 

evidence that it was, only evidence that it was not, (APP 00266-67, 00321, 00323-24, 00326) -

it could not have prevented her from driving, because she was not planning to drive and did not 

have access to her car at Westchester Village. Westchester Village, therefore, had no 
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opportunity to take any steps to prevent the threatened harm to Mr. Michael, in accordance with 

the rule enunciated in Marcus v. Staubs and other opinions cited therein. 

The Estate's third concern relates to the Circuit Court's ruling on the cause of action as to 

visibly intoxicated persons. There was no material evidence presented by the Estate in response 

to Westchester Village's evidence that its employees were not aware that Carrie Bragg had 

become intoxicated. (APP 00266-67, 00321, 00323-24, 00326.) Nor was any evidence 

presented that Ms. Bragg's intoxication impaired her ability to exercise reasonable judgment in 

arranging for her transportation home, other than the obvious, that is, that she realized that she 

was too intoxicated to drive herself. (APP 00272, 00291, 00299.) Ms. Bragg's deposition 

testimony that she did not see Cole Valentine drinking at Goal Rush and believed that he was not 

intoxicated when she asked for a ride home was submitted as evidence in support of Westchester 

Village's motion for summary judgment. (APP 00276, 00292.) That evidence was not 

challenged by the Estate in response to the motion for summary judgment. 

The Estate's argument appears to be, however, that visible intoxication alone provides 

sufficient evidence of impairment and the inability to exercise reasonable judgment in arranging 

alternate transportation for oneself, and that the Circuit Court erred, therefore, in granting 

summary judgment to Westchester Village. There is no authority to support that position, 

however, and the Estate has cited none. 

Although the Legislature has provided that impainnent as a matter of law occurs as a 

result of intoxication at a certain level, i.e., "an alcohol concentration in his or her blood of eight 

hundredths of one percent or more, by weight," W. Va. Code § 17C-5-2(a)(I)(E), if one is 

operating a vehicle, W. Va. Code § 17C-5-2(b )-(t), the Estate cannot use strict liability evidence 

of impairment, to operate a vehicle, to argue that Ms. Bragg, therefore, was too impaired to make 
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other arrangements for her transportation home -- that is, to form a belief that Cole Valentine 

was not intoxicated and could drive her home. Indeed, such an argument would seem to be 

contrary to public policy, which should encourage intoxicated persons not to drive, but to make 

alternate plans for getting themselves home. 

Finally, a fourth concern expressed by the Estate, with regard to a perceived error in the 

Circuit Court's ruling as invading the province of the Legislature, in fact, is not error. In 

concluding that liquor liability negligence could not be extended to liability for the negligent 

entrustment of her vehicle by the consumer of alcoholic beverages and, hence, to the operation of 

the vehicle by a stranger, the Circuit Court determined that it was not rational to base the alcohol 

provider's liability on sale or service to a minor, because, as an example, there would be little 

difference in the judgment exercised by an intoxicated twenty-year-old Carrie Bragg and an 

intoxicated twenty-three-year-old Carrie Bragg. (APP 00491-92.) This argument was raised by 

Westchester Village in its motion for summary judgment, (APP 00272-73); however, the Estate 

presented no evidence relating to Carrie Bragg's ability to exercise reasonable judgment while 

intoxicated in response to the motion. 

Moreover, the only way the Court's ruling in that regard could properly be considered a 

usurpation oflegislative authority, of course, would be if the Legislature had expressly provided 

the cause of action that the Estate is pursuing here, that is, holding Westchester Village liable for 

the damages occurring as a result Carrie Bragg's negligent entrustment of her car to Cole 

Valentine and his negligent operation of her car, because, although underage, she consumed 

alcoholic beverages on Westchester Village's premises. But the Legislature has not provided 

such a cause of action. The underage violation of the liquor liability statute is simply the 

mechanism by which the Estate is attempting to bootstrap liability here. Carrie Bragg was twenty 
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on March 29, 2014; however, if she had been twenty-one, just a few months older, there would 

not even arguably be a basis for extending Cole Valentine's liability to Westchester Village. 

The Circuit Court did not misinterpret or misapply the law in its Order granting 

Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment. The Estate misapprehends the substance 

of the Court's ruling and, again, relies on speculation and conjecture to argue that genuine issues 

of material fact precluded the entry of summary judgment; however, the Circuit Court properly 

applied the law and properly entered judgment in favor of Westchester Village. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, because the Estate presented no admissible evidence sufficient 

to challenge Westchester Village's motion for summary judgment on the Second Amended 

Complaint, and the Circuit Court's ruling otherwise was correct, the Respondent Westchester 

Limited Partnership, d/b/a Westchester Village respectfully asks that the Court affirm the entry 

of summary judgment by the Circuit Court of Marion County and allow the judgment in favor of 

the Respondent to stand. 

WESTCHESTER LIMITED LIABILITY 

COMPANY, d/b/a WESTCHESTER 

VILLAGE. 

By Counsel. 
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